RRT5 Training & Exercise Subcommittee Report Out

• September 9, 2020 SONS Executive Seminar Overview
  • Jerry Popiel, USCG

• September 17, 2020 Rogers City PREP TTX Overview & Lessons Learned
  • Brian Streichert, USCG

• Planning and Training Adjustments due to COVID-19
  • 13 APR 2020 - All USCG PREP related Memo
  • NRT – Still TBD

• Upcoming Training & Exercises
  • NOAA Virtual Next Gen ESI Workshop – Future of ESI mapping

  • FEMA COVID-19 Virtual TTX – Target Audience Emergency Managers
    • Tuesday October 20, 27, or November 3.

  • NRT – Training Subcommittee
    • Developing FEMA Independent Study Course on the NCP/NRS - TBD
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- Upcoming Training & Exercises, continued….
  - NOAA - You Don’t Know What You Don’t Know
    - Harmful Algal Blooms – October 15th
    - [noaaorr.adobeconnect.com/orrlectureseries/](http://noaaorr.adobeconnect.com/orrlectureseries/)
  - Enbridge Virtual TTXs MI, MN, WI, IL, ND (Ottawa, Marshfield, Superior, etc.)
    - US EPA approved virtual TTX format
    - Stockbridge 2021 FSE TBD, potentially July
  - BP Whiting (PREP) – This week
  - Multiple LEPC meetings at Sub-Area level
  - Additional Exercises
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Upcoming Training & Exercises

- Houghton, MI Oil Spill
  - FE 09-10 MAR 21

- Rogers City Oil Spill
  - Equip FE 23 SEP 21

- Lake St. Clair CANUSLAK Oil Spill
  - FSE 18 AUG 21

- NW Indiana Spill Equip
  - FE 25 JUN 21

- Put In Bay Oil Spill
  - TTX 16 JUN 21

- Buffalo Oil Spill
  - FE 12 JUL 21

- SLS CANUSLAK MTS
  - FSE 15-17 AUG 21

- ROGUE III MTS FE Disruption
  - at CGD9, 0-11 APR 21
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2021 Great Lakes Coastal Zone Exercises
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• Questions?

Scott Binko  
216-902-6210  
Scott.A.Binko1@uscg.mil